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Dark knight rises bane quotes

Of all the many enemies Batman has made during his long tenure in the comics few have ever done what only one of them has accomplished, which is to put Batman on the shelf for a long period of time. In fact, it can be said that Bane came as close as anyone to killing Batman like anyone else, but then it wasn't really his intention to start. He wanted Batman broken, and that's how it happened. Bane's
sheer strength is enough to kill almost every normal human being, but the fact that he can overplay himself in comics is even worse. It makes it a seemingly unstoppable machine that no mortal hero can hope to hire without some kind of help. You've seen how he handled Batman more than once, and that's enough to believe he's one of Batman's most outseath enemies. But it turns out that his quotes are
just as impressive. Here are some of Bane's best quotes from The Dark Knight Rises. 10. Victory defeated you. Think about it for a second and think about how weird it sounds, and then you'll see how ironic it really is. Those who succeed and never fail seem to be blessed with a lot of skill and luck. But those who win and triumph all the time without ever knowing what it means to lose tend to get soft as
they don't know how to deal with loss when it comes. Batman has faced many losses in his life, but after cleaning up Gotham during the movies he had nothing to do but languish in his villa. 9. Calm the doctor, now is not the time for fear. This comes later. When someone like Bane tells you not to be afraid, it's usually time to be terrified since there's nothing good that comes with being in his company. So
when he says that the time of fear is later you can imagine that what you feel in his presence at that moment is just the forerunner of what will happen. 8. Do not fear death, welcome it. Your punishment must be harsher. It's hard to think of someone who isn't afraid of death at least in part. But there are so many things worse than death, and guys like Bane seem to know a lot of them and how to use those
methods to make a person beg for the final dispatch. 7.Â Theatricality and deceit, powerful agents to the uninitiated, but we started, didn't we, Bruce? Bane was not the kind of guy who was easily intimidated, if at all. As a member of the League of Shadows, he was the kind of guy who was intimidating. 6.Â We will destroy Gotham, then when it is done and Gotham will be ashes, then you will have my
permission to die. Destruction, chaos, and anarchy were a kind of bane stock and trade, and he did them particularly well since he almost managed to eliminate Batman at some point. But he also had many loyal followers who were more than happy to help him burn everything. 5.Â So you went back to die with your city? it was a problem when it came to Bane since he passed honestly. Being big, strong
and intelligent didn't give the greatest ego, but it made him think he was unstoppable. 4.Oh, so you think darkness is your ally? But you just adopted the dark. I was born there, shaped by it. I didn't see the light until I was already a man, at which point it was just blinding to me. Shadows betray you because they belong to me. Having been born and raised in a prison Bane was forced to be tough after a while.
When he finally gained a reputation he was one of the hardest men who had ever had difficult times and was also one of the most dangerous. 3.I broke you. How did you get back? It's funny that Bane doesn't understand how Batman came back after the beating he took. But one thing about Batman, he doesn't give up and he's not the type to admit he can't do anything until it's proven. 2.Oh yes, I was
wondering what would break first, your spirit or your body? Of course Batman's body will break long before his spirit, but this was an injury that almost knocked Batman out of the game altogether. Having his spine cracked that way would have killed many men, but Batman was a little tougher. 1. Do you feel in charge? There is a kind of guilty pleasure that comes from watching those who think they are all
big and hard in a movie that is supported by someone who is actually big and tough. Bane's bad in so many ways, and that's why he's great. Prev Article Next Article CIA Agent: [to three prisoners] The flight plan I just presented to the agency lists me, my men, Dr. Pavel here but only one of you! The first to talk can stay on my plane! [grab a hood] ClA agent: Who paid you to get Dr. Pavel? [No response,
officer fires his gun away from prisoner's head] CIA agent: He didn't fly that well! [brings the bonnet back into the plane] CIA agent: Who wants to try later? [grab another prisoner] ClA agent: Tell me about Bane! Why are you wearing the mask? A lot of loyalty, for a rented gun! Bane : Or maybe he's wondering why someone would shoot a man before knocking him off a plane? ClA agent: At least you can
talk. Who are you? Bane: No matter who we are, what matters is our plan. [agent removes bonnet] Bane: Nobody cared who I was until I put on the mask. ClA agent: If I do, would he die? Bane: That would be extremely painful. ClA agent: You're too big a guy! Bane : For you. CLA agent: Was part of your plan captured? Bane: Of course... Dr. Pavel turned down our offer for yours, we had to find out what he
told you. Dr. Pavel: Nothing! I didn't say anything! ClA agent: Well, congratulations! You got caught! What's the next step in your overall plan? Bane: Crashing on this plane... without survivors! Batman's enemy gallery has generally been considered the Although not many of them can bring Batman into submission, the most notable being Bane who was one of the first villains to break the Hooded Crusader
both physically and mentally. To break we mean broken his bones, his spirit, and and Pride. That's how threatening Bane can be depending on the writer. To make Bane more intimidating, he simply doesn't seem to show any signs of weakness other than his addiction to a strength-enhancing drug called Venom, or for some, steroids on steroids. This gives Bane a huge physical advantage over Batman.
However, this does not mean that Bane is an oaf that is all muscular and brainless. In fact, he has a lot of brains to spare and can even match Batman with ingenuity. He has shown over and over again that his mind can be as sharp as his fighting skills or as strong as his muscles. Sometimes, he does so with a strategy demonstration, and sometimes imparting some words that can shake the very
foundation of Batman as a crime fighter. Updated by Julian Beauvais on October 20, 2020: With news of Matt Reeves's Robert Pattinson-led Batman film delve deeper, the talk turned to which villains could make the final cut. Glimpses of gloomy, gritty and realistic versions of The Riddler and The Penguin have fans speculating about what other iconic bad bats can haunt Pattinson's Dark Knight. The main
hopeful is Bane, who has not only been admirably played by Tom Hardy, but also has a disturbing reputation in comics. Now seemed like a good time to revisit some of the lines that made Bane so fearsome. 15 IT WOULD BE EXTREMELY PAINFUL... For you. Bane's introduction to the public in The Dark Knight Rises came from a seemingly compromised position, having been captured and interrogated
by the CIA. While the CIA agent threatens to remove Bane's mask in an attempt to cause him pain, Bane reassures the agent that it would, in fact, be painful - for the agent himself. Such a sign of firm self-confidence in the face of insurmountable probabilities would be enough to give anyone pause, especially considering Bane's fearsome and enigmatic reputation. 14 NOW IS NOT THE TIME FOR FEAR...
THAT COMES LATER. Bane corresponds to Batman's propensity for measured actions supported by calculated thinking. His methodical approach to everything he does has won him great victories in both comics and various media, as was evident in The Dark Knight Rises. After successfully capturing fugitive Dr. Pavel from the CIA, Bane calmly reassures him that he is not afraid during their twisted
plane escape. Now is not the time for fear he says, which comes later, in a chilling revelation of what will come for both the doctor himself and Gotham City. 13 I AM THE NECESSARY EVIL. Bane's belief in his ideals and goals went far beyond mere belief. His fanaticism bordered on religious, and he was more than willing to sacrifice anything, even himself, to to the mandate of the League of Shadows. As
a good down payment, he had no qualms about picking up where Ra's Al Ghul failed and tried not only to destroy Gotham City physically, but to reduce him to a peel of his former spirit. He truly believed he was a necessary evil to free gotham gotham's humanity and the lengths he did were enough to cool anyone's soul. 12 YOU JUST ADOPTED THE DARK... You simply adopted the dark; I was born
there, shaped by it. I didn't see the light until I was already a man, at which point it was nothing but blinding! Shadows betray you because they belong to me. By far one of Bane's most popular quotes and you probably know where it came from. Christopher Nolan took some liberties with his version of Bane for The Dark Knight Rises, but eventually gave Bane some sweet justice on screen. Bane's words,
which are probably used by many fitness enthusiasts and bodybuilders as inspirational quotes, have established how much better he is than a Batman warrior. Even without his venom drug, his strength was equal to or better than Batman's. The difference was that Bane was more used to a difficult life than to the heir of a billionaire. 11 PEACE HAS COST YOU YOUR STRENGTH! Batman prides itself on
being the best costume wearer in Gotham and always wins... Usually. Then Bane usually arrives to shake that comfortable bat from his pedestal by breaking it. Because unlike Batman, Bane is a man who never stops or has never known peace. There is no batcaverna, villa or butler to lull Bane after a hard working life (of crime). After all, Bane will be increasingly prepared and stronger than Batman when it
comes to combat. Bane somehow felt the need to repeat it in the quote above as he beat Batman to a pulp in The Dark Knight Rises. 10 DO YOU FEEL IN CHARGE? One of the most iconic moments of The Dark Knight Rises. Bane puts his hand on a noisy and overbearing rich man, asks this question, and immediately closes it and sends him trembling. You can hear the violence in his voice and in his
gestures and the most threatening part is that he simply used the words. Even the Joker would not have been able to do that to an unruly thug without having to physically hurt him. This demonstrates Bane's trust and dominance; there is no need for strong whims or real violence. If simple, calm words can't do the trick, then you're not scary or authoritative enough. 9 WE'RE GOING TO DESTROY
GOTHAM... THEN YOU HAVE MY PERMISSION TO DIE. I have to deliver it to Bane. Despite being squeezed and enraged to the heart with his Poison, he often won't go for the kill. No, Bane prefers torture and a slow death for the greatest of his victims. That's why he made Batman look at him and his henchmen who to piece gotham in The Dark Knight Rises. That's where this famous quote from Bane
also comes from. It shows how diabolical Bane can be, destroying what his enemy loves while watching. Of course, there's no doubt that Batman loves Gotham more than anything else, it's his father's legacy, after all. 8 WE'RE NOT IN ON THE CEREMONY HERE ... MR. WAYNE. Mr. Wayne. Two words that would have made Batman urinate in his Batsuit, but he's probably prepared for that scenario as
well. Bane uttering those words in The Dark Knight Rises, however, was something even by the best detective in the world. Why don't you tell the world that Batman is Bruce Wayne and let people ruin him? Because he's a coward, and Bane wants to defeat Batman, not let others do it for him. In the comics, he is a bit obsessed with him and also knew who he was simply studying it carefully. When you
think about it, Bane not sharing batman's greatest secret in the world is a pretty smart move. You wouldn't want the world to know your influence on your enemy, would you? 7 NOBODY CARED WHO I WAS UNTIL I PUT ON THE MASK. A quote that's probably more chilling for Batman than for us to hear it. Bane says this in The Dark Knight Rises and shows how similar he is to Batman. They are both the
same, both children who got the short end of the stick with Bane having only splinters. In addition, Bane was probably what Batman would have been if Bruce Wayne had not been Richie Rich. For both damaged characters, the mask was everything. It was their true face, their ambition and their reputation. The man behind it was only the disguise, though Bane never really, willingly took off. 6 THE WORLD
IS MY PRISON. I'M GOING TO RULE IT OR I'M GOING TO DIE. Bane had one of the harshest upbringing in comics, having been born and raised in a South American prison. While maturing in such circumstances would break a lesser man, Bane grew up conquering his environment, becoming the unbridled master of prison. In addition, he fled and tried to subdue the symbol of his only fear: bats.
Traveling to Gotham, he manages to defeat Batman and take control of the city. Bane lives his nihilistic motto, proving that he can really rule the prison that is his world. This should give cause for concern to everyone. 5 ONE DAY YOU WILL KNOW MY NAME. AND ON THAT DAY YOU WILL BEG FOR MERCY. Batman met Bane briefly upon his arrival in Gotham when Bane was performing a
reconnaissance to learn about his enemy. There, he issued a stern warning to Batman, stating: One day you will know my name. And that day you will beg for mercy. You're going to scream my name! Scream! Accustomed to being threatened, Batman shakes his mind. Perhaps if he had known how devastatingly disastrous Bane's emergence would have been in both his life and Gotham's story, Batman
might have taken that proclamation more seriously. 4 THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS CHILDHOOD. IT'S A MYTH. Here we go, even more similarities between Bane and Batman. Bane first said this in the Secret Six Vol comic book series #16. If Bane had said these words to Batman, the Dark Knight would probably have frozen and contemplated his miserable childhood. Bane's childhood is not much
different. In his origin story, Bane was imprisoned as a child after his insurgent father escaped from prison. The corrupt government of the imaginary country of Santa Prisca decreed that Bane should serve his father's prison sentence as a substitute despite his young age. There, Bane learned the difficult way to grow He spent most of his time in the prison gymnasium and learned to defend himself.
However, he did not let the prison tarnish his wisdom. He grabbed and read whatever book he could find and learned what he could. He also committed his first murder at the age of eight, the same age bruce wayne's parents were killed. They both skipped childhood and had to learn to become a man. Regardless, Bane's childhood makes Bruce's billion-dollar support system look like a paradise. 3 I'D KILL
FOR ANYTHING... I'd kill for anything. I'd kill to silence a grated voice, to obscure the light in my eyes that dared to look at me. Beautiful and brutal, Bane's fuses are as big as his muscles, so don't be surprised by his rosy threats. Growing up in prison, Bane learned to speak several languages including English, Spanish, Portuguese, and Latin. However, it doesn't take long for Rila Bane. After all, he
doesn't have much to fear, being one of the greatest villains in Batman's enemy gallery. Bane has proven to be intolerant of failures or mistakes, both by himself and by his henchmen. At one point, Bane even took control of Gotham's underworld and became the High King, defeating everyone, including the Joker. 2 IS NOT A JOKE. I'M NOT A RIDDLE!... I'M BANE! I'm not a joke. I'm not a riddle! I'm not a
bird, a cat or a penguin! I'm not a scarecrow, a plant or a puppet! I'm not your broken friend! I'm not your repentant teacher! I'm not a children's fairy tale! I'm not a circus act here to have fun and scare you! I'm not another one of your lunatics! And I... I'm not... I'm not a rich guy playing dress up! I'M BANE! A quote from Batman, Volume 3: I Am Bane. The Penguin, Catwoman, the Joker, the Riddler, two
faces, etc.... even the Dark Knight, they all have one thing in common, they are all coo-coo-kachoo. Their plans? Equally outrageous, and a dressed billionaire dressed as a bat is no exception. Bane, however, well, gets to the point. Bane is one of the few Batman villains that everyone can take seriously and that looks like he can actually do damage. Oh sure, sometimes he dresses like a luchador from time
to time (because of his origin), but his superhuman strength and brilliant-level intellect have made him more than a match for Batman. 1 ARE BANE... AND I COULD KILL YOU... INSTEAD, I'M JUST GOING TO DO IT... BREAK YOU! I'm Bane - and I could kill you... but death would only put an end to your agony -- and silence your shame. Instead, I'm just going to... BREAK YOU! Bane was perhaps one of
the first supervillains to dominate Batman. He's the one who broke the bat so to speak, literally breaking Batman's back and forcing him into a temporary retreat Heals. Bane did so in Batman Vol 1 #497 which is the origin of that quote. Bane could have killed him, as he said, but he's not just a criminal, he actually has his own rules and conviction. To date, the easy and shameful defeat of Batman at the
hands of Bane is one of the most remarkable in the Dark Knight's career as a crime fighter. Of course, Batman gets up once he recovers and possesses Bane. Because it's Batman. NEXT: Each live-action version of The Joker, ranked alongside 10 terrible cliffhangers to films that never got sequels, ranked related topics about author Sid Natividad (244 published articles) more by Sid Natividad Natividad
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